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Tuition Increases .
Markedly Less - Study
(CPS) - Although inflation is
still driving up the cost of education at public universities all over
the country, the increases are
markedly less than the national
inflation rate, A recenUy released survey by the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges
(NASULGC) shows that students
at public universities are paying
five percent more for tuition,
fees, room and board than they
did last year,
1'le good news is that the National Institute of Education in
Washington, D,C,, says that the
five percent increase is still less
than the U percent rise in tpe
Consumer Price Index for July 1,
1978 to July 1, 1979,
The NASULGC report shows
that, on the average, students
who hold state resident stat~ are
paying $57 more for tuition and
fees this year than they did last
year,
Overall, the resident student
attending a state university is
paying $112 more for all educational co.,ts, while non-residents
are finding themselves $216
poorer than last year.
According to the survey, stu-

dents on campuses in the
Northeastern section of the-country were hardest hit by increases
in education costs, followed by
colleges in the Middle AUantic
states, the Midwest, and West
and the Southeast.
Institutions responding to the
survey blamed rising costs on inOation and the necessity of maintaining program quality. They
claimed also that faculty and
staff salary increases, along with
inadequate legislative support
and the absence of alternative
_sources of re~ue. made increased student costs a must.
Kansas State University and
Vrrginia State Unive~ty were
the only two state universities in
the NASULGC system that did
not raise the cost of education to
resident and non-resident students.
Medical students were hardest
hit by the increases. Their costs
rose 16.2 percent over last year,
while dental students paid 10. 7
percent more. Veterinary students are paying 7.4 percent
more this year, while law students escaped with a relatively
minor increase of 5.4 percent.

Circle Stude-nt President
'
Just o ·ut .of Sight
CIUCAGO, IL (CPS) - The
University of Illinois system is
having a litUe trouble holding onto its elected student officials
these days.
Take, for example, University
of Illinois - Chicago Circle campus student government President Diane Tortorella. Controversial since her election· last
spring, she also ran for the student senate and sat on a student
judiciary committee.
But when the Student-Faculty
Senate secretary made a routine
check on Tortorella's statuw as a
student, she couldn't find the officer's n'ame in any admission or
registration files. Lost and misplaced files were not unusual, so ·
the secretary sent the president a
letter asking for confirmation.
And Tortorella had dropped out
of sight.
"We haven't seen her since
Friday (Nov. 2)," Joe Maltese, a
student government member\ re-

.

ports. ''She is still technically the there was a Mike Stein registered
president, but if she is not a stu- at the university. It turned out to
dent, she's not a president."
be a different Mike Stein, a med
Maltese says that while it is the school student.
job of the Student-Faculty Senate
Now it seems that just bef~ ,
secretary to check prospective stepping down from the commitstudents' eligibility, "Quite tee, the non-student Mike Stein ·
frankly, we just never thought of allegedly complained that his
checking."
_ mother was sick, and that he ·
According to Maltese, an in- needed $150 to go home to see
teriln president has been ap- her.
pointed until the senate decides
what to do about the missing preStudent association
Cll8irwoman Betsy Forkins says
sident.
But the Circle campus isn't the the organization lent him the
only Illinois campus governed by money, and then was reimbursed
by a check written on Stein's
non-student student officers.
Mike Stein resigned from the roommate's checking account.
Sortly thereafter, according to
Ownpaign-Urbana Student Association steering committee Forkins, the association learned
three weeks ago, the day before it that the roommaate didn't know
was discovered he was not a busi- about the check. Forkins adds
ness law grad student, as he had -that Stein has since repaid bot.b
the roommate and the student asclaimed.
A prior check, undertaken sociation. But Stein was arrested
when' Stein took his committee and charged with two counts of
seat in September, had found forgery.

Students on Probation
Should Report Prqgress
!'low that advance registration

discuss your academic difficulties, please do not hesitate to
term examinations are over, stu- stop by Room B115 and It the redents on academic probation ceptionist help you set up an apshould report the progress they · pointment with a counselor of
feel they are making in returning your choice. Also, if you have
their record, to good standing to forgotten· the name of the
their counselor on the staff of the counselor who did write to you,
University Comseling Center.
the receptionist can help you to
"It is most important, Miss straighten this out.
Mccreery, Coordinator , .
· "The end of the trimester is not
Academic Advisement, ,claimed,
"for students striving to redeem too far away," Miss- McCreery
their record, to understand the commented, "so be sure you stop
new policy concerning students by to request an appointment
on academic probation and bow before you become submerged
it will affect them. 1bis makes it with studying (or examinations
~ible for them to make the and holiday plans. The
best plans for the win~er counselors are most interested in
knQwing how you are getting
trimester."
Should it be that you never re- along and are anxious to assist
ceived a letter from a counselor you in ·every war possible. They
in the University Comseling may have some good ideas which
Center inviting you to come in to will help with your finals."

for the !finter trimester and mid-

A stlldent lls&ens to Eric Smltll wlllle empty glasses DIie tile table at. die beer
... tastlq.

THE tAST DAY FOR
VALIDATION OF WINTER
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
IS DECEMBER 7

Correction
Frank West was mistakenly
identified as a Graduate Student
in Earth Science, He was a Grad
Student in Geography.

'

Beer Tasting

Held-at UNI ,
Northeastern students taking
Dr. William Millard's "Wine,
Beer, and Boo,.e Geography"
class were given a rare treat on
November 22; a beer tasting.
With about 25 people in attendance, including Patrick Fegan,
· wine . editor for CHICAGO
MAGAZINE, Eric Smith of
Berman Imports of ea,ifornia deQ1011Strated the art of beer tasting.

8-'ewmaster Erie Smltll from Bermu lmplrta, displays Illa fawrt&e

last week.

Each student was given a glass
and sampled various domestic
and imported beers. There were
different criteria used to judge

the brews.,
The _first catagories was appearance. The students were to
jqdge the coloring, the cloudiness, the a roma, and the head.
The next . category was taste.
was the beer fresh, Oat, or
watery? Was it malty, dry, sour,
slaty, or sweet?
The students rated the beers
from No. 1 criminal to No. 8 utopian.
Those present preferred
Heinekins to those other tasted
(about 10) . After it was over it
was agreed by those present that
it was an interesting experience.
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Senate Sponsors Fee Survey
on

by Dlck-Qaa1Hnao
what he thinks each board
Next Tuesday the Student should receive. The student
Senate is sponsoring a ballot to senate will then tally the votes
determine what students want :and report to Student Fees, Adtheir student fee money spent on visory.
next year. The balloting, which
The five boards of control ,that
takes place December 4 and 5 will be effected are: Media. Inwill be held in Village Square.
dependant, Fine Arts, Commuter
Students will be asked to. pre- Center Activities, and Student
sent their I.D. and will~ given a Senate.
ballot with the various boards of
Media Board is·made up of the
control on them. The student will . six media organi7.ations on camthen mark a pe~tage, up to 50, 1 pus.. These organi7.ations are

responsible for the PRINT,
WZRD, YEARBOOK, and others.
Independant Club Board
represents about 35 clubs on
campus. These are any of the
ethnic clubs to S.A.M. to departmental clubs like Earth
Science.
Fine Arts Board represents the
Arts at UNI. Traditionally they
have been given the largest
chunk of the student fees Fine

Arts Board is tmade up of clubs
such as Stageplayers; Band, and
Concert Choir.
Commuter Center Activities
Board is responsible for bringing
entertainment to UNI. They bring movies, concerts, and various
acts to the UNI community at no
cost to the students.
Student Senate budget is
responsible for the upkeep of student government. They also supply clubs with various stationary

items and also pay for student organi7.atiorial travel.
According to Bill R7.epka, president of the Student Government, "This survey is very important. Student Fees Advisory
takes the advice of this survey
and makes their recommendation back to senate."
The results of the survey will
be announced early Friday morning.

Ensemble Espanol

.

to Perform
Northeastern Illinois
University's Ensemble Espanol
will present "Spanish Dance in
Concert" on Monday, and Tuesday, December 3 and 4, at 8 p.ni.
in the university's auditorium,
5500 North St. Louis Avenue. It is
this country's pioneer Spanish
dance company " in-residence"
on a college campus.
Guest artists who will be joining the nationally-recognized
Spanish dance ·troupe are
William Carter, a principal
dancer with the New York:.t>ased
American Ballet Theatre, and
Maria Alba, the internationally-

acclaimed dancer who was the
lead female dancer with the
Ximenez-Vargas Ballet Espanol
for eight seasons.
Ensemble Espanol will
perform classical, regional and ·
Flamenco · dances from the
Renaissance to the 20th century.
The group's artful combination of
technical · excellence, ·exciting
music, costumes and settings,
and wtiat the Spanish call
"duende," an intangibll! gypsy
spark, always make for beautiful
and spirited performances.
In a review in the October issue
of Da■cema1ul■e, Norma
McLain Stoop said of Ensemble

Espanol, "(the dancers gloried in
the long Flamenco finale ... The
lusty, sensual Gypsy dancing was
rendered with enthusiasm . . .
'Ibis entire Flamenco ~
is flash and dash .. , and " ... the
promising young company came
through with highly entertaining
evenings of dance ... allegro anci
adagio, drama and comedy.''
General admission for the con. certs is $4.50; senior citizens and
children under 12, $2.50. (group
rates are available) . For ticket
information please call
Northeastem's box office at
583-4050, ext. rm.

'l1le l■tenudleaally-acdalmed Maria, Al• will · je1a · Ewmllle
F.spuol, Nenbeaste.-. IIJl■ela . 1J■1venlty'1 ''l■-nalde■ c~" Spe■t+
dance eompuy, as a peat anlat l■ Its •'Spula Dace la Celleen"

Taaday,

,.m.

perfofmueea • MOllday •
~ S a d , , at I
la
the ulvenity'a ..Uterillm, 5511 ~ SL 1.-. Ave■ae. Al• WM
the lead female da■cef rill die Xlw-Varpa Balld Eepe-,1 ,_
dpt aeuo■a. Fer tlcbt l■fwmatiN, pleaae call Nenlleaater■ 'a •
office at SU . ., ute■all■ 51'1.

International Day

Bec~mes Lively Success
bys.a■ ......

·"leu't wie.e It says tllat. ~•A~ l&ade■&, ■- bellevl■I mt lie reludes Ids llead lltea■ ..arta.
·

*,

Gi\'e a hoot. Don't pollute.
\\"ork out ,1:ays to
make wastes useful.

A variety of food, entertain. ment and artifcats made UNI's
International Day Fair Nov. 15 a
lively happening.
Student groups related to the
Foreign Language Department,
plus student organizations
· representing- numerous countries, and including a multitude
of ethnic backgrouncm, were stationed at tables and booths along
the outer borders of Alumni Hall.
Scenic posters from Poland,
Greece, France, Germany,
Spain, Yugoslavia and Arabia
provided a colorful mural
backdrop for the crowded concession areas where students
could purchase cookies, candies,
pastries, dips 'n spreads, tacos,
or quiche lorraine.
English major Gary Baldwin
expressed his feelings toward the
menu by saying, "I wish I
wouldn't have eaten downstairs.
'Ibis looks much better." Most
acknowledged appreciation for
the distinct and authentic flavor

/

of home-cooked foods provided
directly from the student popula-

dresses, and in their .bare f• .
Dark haried women in white lacy

gornw with sheer black aprons
C'ater stage was reserved for tied at their waists danced with
music and dancing. Students their white attired, and red
formed a hwnan wall making a kerchief~ partners in a repeat
ring around the various dance performance of La Bamba near
teams. A teaching major, caught the end of the program.
up by the enthusiasm of the
The booth areas remained accheering, hand-calpping crowd -tive-until the closer. A wide range
said, "IM TEMPTED TOM~ of salable items and showcase
MY CLASS. The Spanish dancers pieces on display enriched the atare going to come back again mosphere with a special internalater in the program."
tional flavor. There were painted
An orange flyer-8DDOlmced the
eggs and Russian. dolls, tortilla
.-,ticipants in an entertain- holders, German Christmas
ment package which included ' angels, Israeli jewelry, and
Colombian, French, Italian, Slavic figurines. Many of the
SP.anish, Chicano, Polish, Greek, clubs displayed books, pamIsraeli and Arab dancers.
phlets, flyers, newspapers, and
Greek men danced the postcards. These signaled the
"tsawikos" and the women scope of human cultures.·
aligned themselves in a chain for
It was a day for students to
the "kalawatianos." The Polish learn about each other and an opwomen in their brightly spangled portunity for clubs alJ(l organizacostumes accompanied by their tioM to display the wealth. of
light blue, suited partners danced
their backgrounds in the adaptathrough their special routine.
tion to and interpretation of
Israeli women danced in pastel lunan experience.
tion.

.,.
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letters
I

International Day

a Success
To the Editor:
As organi7.er of International

magnitude without cooperation.
Therefore, I wish to express my
Day Fair at Northeastern, I mmt gratitude to the· following orpronounce that our fourth Fair ganizations for their help: Arab
held in the Auditorium on Students. Organization, Olicano
'lbursday, November 15 was the Student Union, Club Italiano,
best. This has happened nearly French Club, German students,
every year as the Fair gets big- Greek Students Association, Kial
ger and better.
YISroel, Polish Student Alliance,
Thirteen different ethnic · Russian Club, Spanish Club, Stugroups participated this year. dents for Israel, United Colom1be idea behind the International · bian Students Organization,
Day Fair is to give the ethnic Yugoslavian Students. And to the
clubs on our campus an ~ following . departments on camportunity to display their culture. pus: Commuter Center, Food
Also, just as important, the stu- Services, Audio Visual_Services,
dents have an opportunity to Safety and Security:
work together in mutual respect
During the Wmter term I will
and goodwill toward one common call a general meetJng of old and "
goal. It 1s my sincere hope that new ethnic groups who wish to
the students who participated in participate in next year's Fifth
the Fair have learned that International Day Fair which, of
cultural - differences can enrich course, will be bigger and better!
our community.
Lastly, it is not possible to have
Battista Gaias.,i,' Cllairp,erson
a successful event of this
For. Lang. & Lit. Dept.

.l-

•

ShoulctUNI Security be Armed?.
At the risk of contribwng to
the establishment of a regular

a call to arms.
ministry as being "led by outside
Nor ought we to base a decision forces"? A university always has
"Letters to Beaver'" colwnn in to support armed guards at UNI the support and its members af1be Print, I would like to respond on the other situation Dr. Beaver, · filiations with outside organizato Dr. Beaver's most recent arti- offers in defense of his position:
tions. But nevertheless, despite
de in support of security guards an AAUP bearing in which, in his Dr. Beavers feelings there was to
carrying gtmS.
own words, "nothing untqward my recollection in all time years
What I ruxf interesting is that happened." 1be evidence we of -tension only two incidents at
Dr. Beaver does not refer, in de- have to support the notion of UNI involving either bodily harm
fense of his position, to one •in- armed guards is thus 1) a or possible serious injury. 1be
stance where guns were needed. security officer roughing up a first was a reported scuffle in
Rather, be cites in. the course of faculty member (admittedly not which a security guard's gun
his argument, by my coum, three an incident Dr. Beaver wishes to · went scittering across the floor.
occassions where guns were c o m in e n t o n ) , 2 ) a 1be second many were witness
either not needed or of no help.
murd~r/suicide which armed to. Several individuals roughed
1be first occutance he refers to guards could not prevent, and 3) • up Gerald Sachs, then President
is what he calls " a happening a hearing in which nothing hapof the University. These inbetween a faculty member (as pened.
dividuals,were not UNI students;
we know, the notorious and dead- · So what then does Dr. Beaver and, we later learned, they were
, ly J. Fred MacDonald) and a give us to go on? The real basis led by outside forces, brought to
member of the force (now re- of his argument, l> suggest, is not UNI by a member of the sosigned)." This " happening", the inconclusive and contradic- called "red squad" of the
jmtifiably or .not, is what has tory evidence he cites, but his Qlicago Police Department, a
stirred up recent complaints
particular feelings regarding po I i c e m an a n d. a g e n t about security officers at UNI time incidents. Dr. Beaver tells provacateur who had repe~y
canying guns; but, curiously, us that when a security officer tried without success to get our
this incident involving, so far as told him- he would come to the. student · activists to employ
we can tell,. excessive force on AAUP hearings armed, "I will violence.
'
the part of one particular, armed admit I was glad he was there.
guard (now resigned) is the one
(Faculty who remember time
incident Dr. Beaver cites about days may understand my feeling
which he has "no opinions or at thattime.)" I remember time
oomments to offer." Instead to days well. 1bey were indeed, as
counter the resent complaints Dr. Beaver describes them, days
arising from this incident about
"when student and faculty acwhich he has nothing to say, Dr. tivism was running high." Some
Beaver recalls for us the killing of us feel it was with good reason.
of Ch~ck Kane of the P.E. For if you recall, at that time the
Department by a student who United States was engaged in a
By·Karen Gavzer
then immediately show and war many of us students and
killed himself. A horrible incl- faculty found outrageious, in"I make up my mind about you
dent ! But what's the point? That
lunan, and stupid. Dr. Beaver's in the first seventeen minutes. I
.i;ecurity guards should be views on the war were not cer- pretty much ·si7.e you up within
armed? That had they been tain, since he did not then risk the first five minutes and just use
armed they might have stopped - gaining a reputation as a chronic the rest of the time to 'dig' for
the killing and Chuck Kane been letter writer by public~ his more information to make sure I
alive today? In fact, security views on the subject-others took read you right." Mr. Edward
guards were armed in 1972 when that ri~. But to hint darkly Lawrence, National Recruitment
Chuck Kane was murdered. So, that this activism was in part Manager, for NCR, was talking
logically the conclusion to be "led or supported by outside about interviewing job applidrawn from this incident Dr. forces" is to imply some serious ·cants. He knows what he's ,talkBeaver cites is·that the fact that threat that neyer existed. Of ing about•. Lawrence interviews
security guards were armed did course many student .organiza- approximately 1,200 students
not help save ~ life a Chuck
tions then, as now, had ties to from thirty different schools naKane or ·the student. For here
larger outside bodies. That's the tionwide each yea r .
What you wear is important. It
was an extraordinary event in- nature of a university. Would Dr.
volving a disturbed individual, Beaver characteri7.e members of is frightening to think that your
~it~~~-~ ~. ~~~ of,,, .~ ~ •u-A;.FX•, 9r ~ ~ future ,ma>: . rest,n <>!l 1 a gravy-

Many of our feelings were and
now different from Dr.
Beaver's. We were not fearful of
student activists at UN nor were
we gladdened by the presence of
armed security officers. The
point remains that in all time
years the worst.once could have
reasonably expected and the
worst that did in fact occur was,
anger, shouting, and tensions
running high. (The murder of a
faculty member over a poor
grade was not to be expected and
cannot be anticipated.) But such
occurances, like the MacDonald
incident is good reason for arguing against guards carrying
guns. When people get angry it's
best not to have guns around.
And people at UNI are on occassion likely to get angry-but
that's all! The . reason why Dr.
Beaver has "never hear1' of any
member of the force even drawing a gun" is that we hire good
men and there's never been any
cause for them to <Ip so.
are

1be evidence shows we have
fine security officers who have
been able to get the job done.
without having to .use guns. My
compliments to them! And the incidence or murder, mayhem, and
violence at UNI has ever been
such that we cannot anticipate
their ever having to use them in
the future. Certainly-the security
force should not be denied access
to guns in the events of an unexpected emergency. They might
be required to carry theU\ guns,
but not loaded, or better yet, not
carry them at all: H they carry
them by regulation, the regulation, ~an be changed. Weapons
could be housed in the security
office. Then if student concern
over injustice and indecency
ever returns to the levels we experienced in the '60's, certain
classes could be conducted there
as well,
Harry White

' Dept. of English

Business Briefs

lntervieWing for a Job
stained tie or a run in your panty
but visual impressions
count heavily in creating initial
impressions. Lawrence stated
that blue is an especially good
color to wear ,for interviews. He
also felt suits help create_a good
~pression for either qien or
hose,

1l't'Offlell.

Lawrence interviewed two students, Bob Noel and Sharon
Levin, "live" in front of their
classmates. He then critiqued the
interviews. He said. Bob would
have made an ideal candidate for
their management trainee program. Sharon preferred personnel work, and Lawrence promised to forward her name to
, ...t, i 1,tr (~ ':" ! .•~~

headquarters with his recommendation. Both students, he
claimed, made good impressions.
But, had he not wanted to hire .
them, he would have concluded
the interview in the same
fashion. In other words, both the
viable candidate and the "losing'' candidate would have
heard, " and you should hear
from us in about two weeks," 'at
the conclusion of the interview.
Lawrence explained that NCR
(elt it was best to let interviewees
think they had a chance even if
they didn't. " For instance,'' he
explained, " if I rejected an applicant and he walked out to the re(Continued on page 14) ·
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HI, MOM! COLLE:G~

.__._-4.1.

J8)

GREAT! YE:§TERDAV J LEARNED
ABoVT EQUAL PROTECUON IN
CoN~TUTiONAL LAW, AND
TODA'{ I U:ARNED ~ow TO' &AV .
"DEPoRT THE PE~IAN Pl6&''
IN IRANIAN •

•

'Driving

·Safely
if

~th is not something that the majority of us look forward to, yet
is inevitably tliait we will be confronted hr it sooner or later. For some
of us it may be sooner.
·
"'
·

Duane's Den

·~

'

One of the biggest killers in this country today is the automobile. Actually the killers are not the autos but the drivers.·uusa11y drivers who
·are careless or who are drinking. The statement, " it won't happen to
me" unfortunately does'not bold true. More unfortunate are the victims who are innocent, but happened to be in the path of a careless or
drUiik driver at the wrong time. ·

The World According .to Cerny

was hype, there it was in all it's all record, and now; now at the
fraudulent fiction. Hype began gates of the present stood ttie
with the prophets, with their twentieth century world and it's
Too many of us have lost friencb in.car accidents. The majority,ol
foretelling, forebodings, their twentieth century America.
those
accidents needless. The premature death of a young woman I
verbal advertisements of Cltrist's Behind us now were, heaven,
knew remains fresh in my mind as I write. She was forced off the road
coming. The apostles followed as earth, water, light, man in all his ·
Uiey pried' the word of God into a glory, because now, now we had by a reckless driver, rammed into, light pole, was thrown Uu'ou&b
the front windshield and instanUy decapitated. The twenty year old
multi-million dollar industry. civilization, had culture, society,
And hype moved · through two that people of rubber chickens young man who drove the other car had.a. few too many been, but
thousand years of time, through and whoopy cushions, false noses -_walked ou~of his cat ,without a scratch. The mental scan, he will bear
the boardrooms of New York, . and electric toilet seats, Mickey the rest of his life.
through the walls of Wall street . M O U SE PHONES AND
Stories like this are certainly gruesome, but should serve as reminand into ~ livingrooms of P L_ASTIC DOG POO. Yes,
ders as the m liday season approaches. In addition to winter driving
America. The Lord had created welcome to this the twentieth
conditions, which are hazaroud enough, the results.of•too much mllhype, but he had nothing to do century !
day cheer cause this time of year to be the leading season for .
with television.
.,.
And in the begiJming, ,· God
automobile fatalities.
"And then God said: Let there created America, " the greatest
belife" ... inMilwaukee;let life countryon earth.'' And, "God
· None of us want to be the cause or victim of an accident. So please
thrive in the streets .of Cleveland, B l e s s A m e r i c a , ' ' . a n d DRIVE CAREFULLY, wear your seat belt, don't drink and drive, and .
Schenectity, Tucahoe. Let them Democracy, and Kate Smith's don't let your friends and family drink and drive. It only takes a
be fruitful and multiply; give thighs, and apple pies, and the second to die, and yiu have a liletime to live. We want you to stay allve
them pocket calculators. Buy "purple majesty" of the moun- - to see 1980!
them from those same Japanese tain's rise from the "sea to shinwbo made the polyester leisure ing sea, one nation, under .God,
suits; this will give a reason for indivisible, with liberty and
every living thing under heaven.
justice and a chicken in every pot ,
And then, finally, God said: Let and a car in every garage for I
me say nothing more; let there those tired masses yearning to :
\
be silence. I'm tired of saying breathe free."
'
this and saying that, tired of that
America was void and empty ;
same old story, a fight for love and darkness was upon the face •
· P ~ , the officially reeopi7.ed student newspaper serving Nortb- .
and glory, a case of do or die.; the of livingrooms across the coun- 1 eastern' Illinois University, -5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, m. .
fundamental things apply as time try; Commonwealth Edison had . 60625, is published each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
Material published herein is not to be confuNcl with_ views expressed
goes by.
no common sense when it came
to prices. Ahd the spirit of God i by the university administration.
The editors have sole authority governing all material submitted
And, as if requested like an old moved over the Waterpic, fore- ·
and reserve-the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need ·
tans.
familiar tune, there was silence. ing "our out of five doctors to renot accepi all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will ·
"And God ~d: Let there be On the seventh day God rested. commend" this and recommend
be maintained.
.
'
/
•'
light. And there was light." From He took the phone off the hoot, that and .recommend anything
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12.-00 noon, for the
the first spark of t!le sun to the threw the dog out in the yard, that gave kick backs.
following Friday's issue. All copy must be t ~ . Late copy or material
last flick of the Bic, light opened-a can of Budweiser, p~
"And God said: Let there be • that does ·not conform' to the standards 's et forth under Print
stretched across the darkness ped his feet up on a cloud, and light." But' there was no lipt, no :. publication policy will be handled accordingly. by the editors. The
and into the night . . Cigarettes rested. And, yes, God was the light, no· heat, no gas, no oil, no ·11 editors will publish, at iheir discretion, any letters to the 'e ditor, an-·:·,
glowed bright in the darkest of first Union worker. He knew the nothing. The sun had hot flashes,
nouneements, ~cles, photos, advertising or-other submitted material.
•
lounges, in the pitchest black of lyrics to the song "Look for the solar flare-ups, palpata~ ooce
"atmospheric" restaurants . Union Label," four . thousand a month. Other senerations of :
Readers are eneouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned .
letters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
Light became civilization, yearsbeforetheywereevenwrit- Americans had invented oil
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged,
sophistication, the classic sheen ten. For him, creation had been lamps, incandescent lights,
of white and clean, bright and just a six day wort week, time blulbs without filaments; the . . 1'he office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
flaming like a drag queen woo is and a half for Saturday, Sunday twentieth century bad invented ·· north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is &83-4650, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. .After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
naming old tricks. And, yes, off. It had been a good job while it the blacklight! It gave a woole : dosed,
call direct 5;83-4065.
.
there was light._
lasted; he'd had a full week to do · _new perspective to felt posters, :
. Editor-in-chief ·... .. .. . .. . . . .. ..... ...• ........ Dick Qwigliaiif
"And then God said: "Let.,.. it, but six days had sufficied. It but that was about it.
Associate editor ......... ... .. . . . ........ .. . . ...... .Sue Nicol .
there be polyester. And there was was; of course, a creation of con- ,
We did get polyester, though. .
Business editor .. .. . .. . . . . : . .. ... : ... . ... . . . . .. . .Duane Cerny
polyester. God said: Let there be signment, the contract all drawn We did get hype, we did get lile, I
Co-Photo editors ... . . .. . . . Dave Doehler, George Raiman Jr.
Japanese to weave the polyester up and signed eternities before and God still got . his silence.
Graphics .. ... . . _. . . . . . ... .. Heidi Hoffer, MichelleD. Schwartz ·
into leisure suits. And this too the job was ever really even There was a lot more to lile than
Staff .... .. .. . . .... .... .... .. . .Tina Grunfeld, Scott Williams, I
was done. God always managed started. Still, it was just a job, just "heaven and eJrtb, water 1
Mark Schultz, Jim Kusz, Dail Pearson, Richard Vega, Donald
to get his way. The polyester just another creation;- just and air, "but things tended to
Czowiecki,
Sue Gr_osklalL'I, Randolph Parks,' ·Pat Malveaux,
leisure suits were then sold to another act of God. For him, it complicate themselves as the ·
Cindy McDonald, Connie · Charlier, •Bill Patterson. Joyce
those people who leisure suited had become a steady thing.
· twentieth century drew to a
-Meyer,
FutusbimaJ ~
Q r91~!- • ~ Weiloo, }~ick
best; Americans. These were the
It had been creaiion; it bad close. Modem man discovered
Calogeropoulos, Jill ·Landem, Fllen Tunky, Sharon Bialek, 1,
"chosen peJ>ple; '' these were the been the beginning. But then such things as edible underwear, :
Karyn Gavzer, Chris BMis, Tom ~ y e r , Cllarlie .
select few who were given the something as paltry as a coople ". test tube mice, television laugh '
Vokoun, Jean Londerdon,. Valerie · Matthews, ltfark
cross of polyester to bear, the of million years passed by, tracks. "Heaven and earth"
burden of bad taste.
•
something slow and tenuous, coold never measure up in worth
, ~gliario,
.
. .,. . . .
. . . .
.
Photographers . . .. .. . . . .·... . .. ,• .Claire Costello,:Julio Davilla
"And then God said: "Let something steeped in the to such discoveries, coold never
Fl\Culty Advisor .. . .. . .... ... . .. ... . ... . : .. . .... .. Torn Hoberg
there be hype. Cast your press re- molasses of time, that slow and measure up · to candy vampire
leases out upon the Perrier water sticky progression toward the ears or imitation chicken blood,
and your dividends will come future. Creation became a birth because somewhere, somewhere
back ten fold, twenty if your into · · 1ong forgotten. Now time had along the way we surpassed creamutual funds. A,nd, yes there comwned all memory" destroyed tion, we passed a cr')ring God.

by Duane Cemy
" In the beginning, God created
heaven and earth." There was no
mention of Miami Beach, no
mention of condominiums, coops, duplex on Park Avenue. It
was, quite simply, quite blunUy,
creation. We had started from
scratch, from a · hunk of heaven
and a "gunk" of ·earth. We had :
begun in the beginning; . we
hadn't come in during the middle
of the show, nor had we arrived
to catch the closing credits for we
had,' in fact, begun in our own
beginning. There was that one
big bang, then presto; before you
could say "Jesus Christ
Superstar' ' we were all eating
Egg McMuffms .and basking in
the lemon-limelight of the twentieth century.
"And the earth was void," like
a bad cashiers cheque; " empty",
like an•ove~wn checking ac- ·
coont ; "and darkness was upon
the face of the deep. The spirit of
God moved over the water" and
the miracle of lakefront property
· came into creation. And, yes,
yes, God had given birth to Lake
Tahoe. God had given the earth
water, sand, crowded ~ y aftemoons on the beach at Ft.
Lauderdale, the smell of hot dogs ·
wafting across our Coppertone

l
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Students Demonstrate On
·Campuses All Over Country
.

,

Yet every one of them has which Dean of Students Chuck
(CPS) - Uoyd Ewart, a stu- scared, They (Moritzky and his side as hostages until the U.S. redent at Lamar State University friends) said they'd kill him if the turned the Shah to Iran for trial.
become part of one of President Lunch thought was "great. H we
A scattering of demomtrations Ca rte r's few remaining held a forum on this question, we
who has a protest record extend- hostages weren't released. "
The week before, Massoud by Iranian nationals here calling diplomatic options to gain the could never get this many people
ing back to helping organi7.e the
to come .. "
1970 May Day anti-war protest in Salari, a 25-year-old -art-time for the U.S. to return the former hostages' release.
Others were . not so sanguine.
Washington, yelled to .an anti- student at Riverside City monarch was followed last week • W'th Ttary opt·
tacti all
1 mi 1
ions
c Y Small scuffles broke up a rally of
Iranian rally on the Beaumont, , College, was found dead in his by the building wave of antiTexas campus that, "The time apartment building with his Iranian sentiment. The Beverly diffi.cult and !inancial retaliation about 500 on the UCLA campus
has come for the American peo- hands anf feet bound. Salari had Hills arrests were just the first of 50 ~Y that it could damage the on Nov. 9. Therally, organi7.edby
the Communist Youth Brigade,
ple to lift up their heacbl and roar been shot in the head at close events in places as diverse as Amencan economy, a staffer
.
with the House Foreign Relations
was abrutply disrupted by flagrange. Police officers still ha- East Sebago, Mame,
like a lion."
SeatUe, Co
'tt
_ the students
·
·an d barg
mmi
sees """-- (I • as) · waving members of the Sigma
The crowd at the Nov. 12 de- ven't found a motive, though the Ph'l
1 a d e Ip h"1a, Phoemx,
. . ee chi
ammg
ps. u1e raruan
Nu fraternity, who were ormonstration complied with Iranian·counsel in San Francisco Houston
Anti-I~an feeling has run students are about all .(Carter)
ganized qnder the acronym of
avers the killing had no political
cbants of "CJs (Camel Jockeys)
6
•
offi ials has to bargain ,with," he said. SAVE ME (Society for the AbateGo Home" and "Kill Them All," ,meaning. Salari's acquaintances, high enough ,or
.vanom ic
- The staffer, who asked that his
oowever,
have
told
reporters
and then lustily cheered as an efto urge n:'oderati?". ~ r s have name be withheld, added that ment of Vehement Extermination of Minority Encroachment).
figy of the Ayatollah Ruhollah they believe there were political been askmg lraruan nationals to "the
alt
lit' al
,.
Y -m e _po ic
sense
A Sigma Nu member also
motives for the murder. They maintain an uncharacteristically
Khomeini was burned.
-.
because the Iranians are visible.
helped organi7.e the Lamar State
· But soine students protesting suspect it resulted from the . low profile.
"The
•
.
to
tch
most
f
.
.
yregomg
ca
o
rally in Beaumont. There cothe Nov. 4 kidnapping of _60-65 seizure of the American embassy
Texas ~ve~r _Bill Clements the heat" of American anger unorganizer called for oolding all
Americans in the American em- inTeheran.
urged Iraruns m his stay to stay til the crisis is resolved .
Iranian students in the U.S.
bassy in Teheran have been do"out of sight and out of mind."
·
The Denver and Riversicte1 incihostage
until the American
ing more than roaring like liom.
Hugh M. Jenkins, executive
The " heat" on most
dents · are the most violent exoostages
in
Teheran are freed.
In an even more volatile repeat
amples of the turmoil once again vice president of the National As- has been readily re-channeled in- :
of the anti-Iranian dernomtrasociation
for
Foreign
Students
in
to
more
constructive
responses.
Here
at
UNI
it has been resurrounding Iranians in the U.S. ,
tion.1 that swept U.S. campmies
latively
quiet.
There
have been
American,
had
similar
advice.
When
local
television
crew
visbut µ.ey are not isolated cases.
earlier in 1979, marches and .
He observed that Iraniam here ited the University .of North reports of slogans written on a
rallies have been supplemented
Almost 150 demonstrators - 130 !'might have passionate convic- Carolina - Charlotte to examine couple of w:alls, but nothing like
with instances of physical of them Iraniam _ were arrested tions that they must exp~. but student tensions.- for example, the late 60's. It was back then
violence. The incidents range in VeverlynliUs last_week when they make themselves very ob- the crowd that gathered to watch that UNI was one of the leaders
from throwing eggs at University Iranians calling for the return of vious by doing so. Inhthis climate, the cameras joined in an im- in the state of Illinois in deJ)fOmptu, three-oour discussion.
monstrations.
of Wisconsin Iranian students to Shah Mohammed Rem Pahlavi they are asking for trouble."
Jenkins isn't sure how many
There are approximately 22
a ~ri~ of scuffles _in ~ ·to -were attacked by a group of
Iranians are studying in this
"We want . the Shah back. He - Iranian students attending UNI
a riot m Beverly Hills to, almost _, about 50 Americans.
inevitably, murden in Denver
country. The 1~79 academic has committed criples, and he according to the Immigration
Pahlavi, of course, is currenUy year census found 45,239 "J:lClD- soould pay for them," explained Bureau. But even the Bureau
and Riverside, California.
mder _c ancer treatment at New . immigrant" Iranians here . ~in Lotsi, one of the 85 Ira- · does not know how many. Twenty-year-old Iranian naYort Hospital-Cornell Medical Jenkins figures "there are pro- nians on the n .~student
tional Afshin. Shariati was arVice-President for; Student AfCenter. When it was discovereci bably more ~ that" because pus, "T)ley have taken hostages , fairs Dan Kielson said, "I'm glad
rested Nov. 11 on charges of killthat Pahlavi had come to this _the census didn't count Iranians to .bring attention and lei the _ UNI students have not acted like
ing l>year-old Paul Moritzky. A
~ r y from his Mexico retreat; in high schools, 'i t colleges that world know oow
we are students _on other campuses by
. police source said Shariati, a stuattacking the Iranian students. I
dent at , ~ Community Iranians sei7.ed the American didn't answer the census ques- against American policy."
Lotsi met vocal_ but peaceful would hope that this would conCollege near . Denver, . shot 'embassy in Teheran, swearing to tionaire, and who are " out-ofmid the &O-some Americans in- status" _a nd simply hiding.
Moritzky -. because " be- was
opposition during the debate, tinue." ·

campuses
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Call in Tecate Tri9 Bravo. An icy, red cal) of Tecate
Beer imported from Mexico, topped with lemon and salt.
It takes your thirst and puts it away!
·

Cibco Importing Co .. Inc.
Dallas . Texas 75229.
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Report tO INS-CCJrter
President Carter's Nov. 10 request that all Iranian students in
this country report to the nearest
Immigration ·and Naturalization
Service (INS) office marks the
third shift of administration
policy toward Iranians here
within the last year.
A violent January demonstration by Iranian students at the
Beverly Hills· oome of Shah
Mohammed Rem Pahlavi's sister, lead to then-Attorney
General Griffm Bell's first threat
to deport ~immigrant Iranians.
In the months that followed,
the Dept. of Justice, which oversees the INS, almost regularly
announced intensified programs
to round up anti deport "nonimmigrant Iranians" who had
violated the terms of their visas ..
In February, the INS speculated
that nearly 70 percent of- the
45,~50,000 Iranian students in
tills country then were 0out-ofstatus, ' ' and thus eligible to be
deported.
However, INS Public Affairs
Officer Vern Jarvis told Cpllege
Press Se_rvice at the time that finding the "out-of-statQS" Iranians
might be difficult because INS

computors had a backlog of two
million reports, and that records
were six months out of date.
There ' are doubts about the
figure's accuracy, since the outof-status students are not easily
counted.
Hugh _M. Jenkins, executive
vice presid~t of the National Association for Foreign Students in
America, noted last week that
"the students who are perfectly
legal - the ones woo a re on campus - are the ones ' who are
easiest to find. It's the out-ofstatus people who are the hardest
to find." '
Indeed, the INS ultimately deported relatively few Iranian nationals. In March, 38 out-of-status
Iranians were found in .Los
Angeles, nine in Newark, and one
in San Antonio.
Shortly thereafter, the Shah of
Iran was driven into exile, and
while demonstrations against the
new government of Prime
Minister Shakpour Bahktiar contin~ until the succession of the
Ayatollah Ruoollah Khomeini,
they were not as frequent, large
or violent as the demomtrations
that had sparked Bell's January

threat.
Administration policy, in fact,
began to shift again in April, then
the turmoil in Iran cut off the
money supply for many students
here. Most universities quieUy
beg~ allowing Iranians more
time in which to pay their bills.
At one point, a mail shipn:ient
containing an estimated 4000 ~
port checks for Iranian students
was held up in !feheran by the
new Khomeini regime.
At that point, the administration "quietly" re-opened negoations with the new regime about
the status of the Iranians studying here, according to a staffer
with the House Foreign Relations
Committee.
University administrators, acsource, who requested anonymity, had begun to
pressure the u.s. Office of
Education "to do something
about the
(Iranians)
were starting to amass a huge
debt, qand colleges got scared.
The last thing they wanted was to
have these kicbl deported before
they could pay what they owed."
The course estimated the debt
''was in-the millions.''
cording to the

money.
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Student.Sues Father For
Higher Tuition .Payments
by Chip Beriet
CIDCAGO, IL(CPS) - Like
thousands of other college students, l~year-old Texas Christian University student Kent
McCarthy faced a hefty tuition
increase. His administration announced last spring that the costs
of attending TCU would rise from
last year's $BIO to $3080 for
1979-80.
And, like thousands of others,
McCarthy wasn't sure · where
he'd get the additional money.
His parents were divorced wti!n
he was ,two. His mother, Janet S.
McGreevy, helped pay for his
freshman year out of the $225
monthly child support payments
from his father, Vern I.
McCarthy. But the father said he
coulff't afford-more support payments to cover increased college

tion funds. If some court administrators are correct, it's
happening more and more in
some areas of the country.
"It's not common," explains
Judge William H. Colbert, who
presides over family cases in the
Allegheny Country Court of Common Pleas in. Pittsburgh, "but it
happens often enough so we don't
get shook up about it." Family
Division Judge John Brosky says
for the last six years he's been
seeing increasing numbers of
children take their parents into
court for financial support. ,
But the practice is more unmual in other parts of the country. There is one recorded case in
New Jersey - where a grad stu- ·
dent took both divorced parentss
to court for his post-graduate expenses - and the cases in New
costs.
York and Illinois.
~ So-..Kent- Mc€arthy sued ·his ,
- Cook County- Chief l>ivorce
fatherfortuition.
·_ Judge Charles J. Fleck, Jr. had
Since last June, when
"never" hea(rd - of children .
McCarthy filed suit in Cook Coun- · themselves asking for a support
ty Circuit Court here, Adrienne
increase, at least not in this
Zimmerman of New York has
county," when McCarthy flied
sued her divorced parents for tuisuit in June.

Kent and his 18-year-old sister August' for breaking a promise he
Leslie asked the court to alter the allegedly made to pay for her
terms of their parents' 1962 bachelor's degree, and then for
divorce settlement to allow for
her law school education.
the inflated costs of going to colZimmerman says her father
lege. Louis C. Warchol, the stu- deserted the family in 1976, but
dents' attorney, maintained the
promised to pay her tuition to
father, woo was worth $1.3 Adelphi University as well as the
million at the time of divorce,
tuition of her two brothers. But
was able to pay more. The while.her father continues to fund
father's worth has ~ since
her brother's education, he cut
then, according to his lawyer,
off her payments after her first
though the elder McCarthy is
year at Adelphi, according to the
"still substantially wealthy."
suit.
Warchol'd oope for a 'pre"There is money in the famicedent-setting decision, though, ly," Zimmerman insists. "I want
was dashed early this fall, when a career in life, and I'm not going
Judge Fleck dismissed the case to let niy father stop me."
on a technicality. "I though I had
However, Adelphi has stopped
the perfect case for it," Warchol her. After allowing her to finish
sighs. "The issue in this jurisdic- her sophomore and junior years
tion is still unresolved, but there on the hope she'd settle the disis going to be a case on it even- pute, Adelphi told ·her not to retually :" _ _ ___ .
turn this fall- until- she-pays the
It may be too late for Kent $6700 in back tuition she owes the
McCarthy, though. As of the first school.
week of November, he has not re- - "It's still up in the air.as far as
gistered at Texas Christian. ~
we are ~ . '·' says a unAdrieMe Zimmerman has had iversity spokesperson. The adsimilar luck. She sued her father,
ministration is apparently chaa wealthy real estate attorney, in . grined that Zimmerman could

/IT ruth-in Testing/I Forces ACT.

have gotten

the money by taking

out a bank loan, but turned down
the loan in favor of going to
coort.
Such cases, which "tmUally appear" in mid-summer, are unnecessary if students and parents
"maintained some level of communication," observes Allegheny
County Judge Colbert. But regardless of familial communic•
tion, he sees "no reason the
parents shouldn't help out fmancially," especially if the additional costs wouldn't be an undue
hardship on the parent being
sued. .

If the Illinois, New York, and
New Jersey cases are typical, it
is usually the children of relatively-wealthy people who go to
court- over tuition.~ Pittsbul'gb-'s
Judge Brodky recalls that most
of the cases are filed by children
of divorced parets, though the
children of more stable..famllies
can and have gone to court to
force parents to increase . support.

Great Jell-O
Suck-Off

NEW YORK, NY(CPS) - The
American Coll~e Testing (ACT)
service has followed up . on its
warning that "trµth-in-testing"
legislation would force it to
cancelJwo dates when it will offer students its standardi7.ed

tests.
The aMouncernent came three

weeks after the College Entrance
Examination Board, which administers the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (among others), reported
that New York's new testing law
had forced the Board to give the
tesf fewer times, and to raise test

fees. ·
New York's law, which
becomes effective Jan. 1, makes
it possible for students to get
graded copies of past standardized . admissions test.
Consumer groups say student access to the tests will help prevent
test mismanagement and fraud.
Testing qrganizations, on the
otlier hand, claim the law forces
them to develop a new test every
time it is given. They say the expense of developing a test $93,000 for the SAT, according to
the College Board - will force

'

them to cut back servi~.A number of smaller testing
firms that measure stills of professional school applicants have
already announced plans to cease
operations in New York State.
Sharon Ward, president of the
Student Association of New York,
said all the testing firms' announcements were designed to hold
New York students·"hostage by
the testing authority.: ;

Congress is currently comidering a national truth-in-testing

bill.

UNIVERSITY PARK, PA
(CPS) - A few coed students at
Penn State University have found
a new way to take the boredom
out of dinner. 'It's an activity,
they hope, that will soon achieve
Olympic competition status.
' Marina Zeccardi, Penn State
student and competition -judge,
exphlins the new event is "The
Great jell-0 Suck Off.'.' Comipetitors attempt to be the fire to
suck cu~ of raspberry Jell-0
from spoons, leaving the least
amount of Jell-0 behind.

"The trick is how you put the
Jell-0 on the spoon," explained
last year's champion, Beth
Painter. Regarding . training,
Painter said, "It's all in the lips."
So far the competition has been
limlted to habitues of Penn

State's Waring Dining Hall, but
Ceccardi has high hopes for
raspb.erry Jell-0 sucking. She
dreams "it will reach the Olympic level someday.''
Already, at - least one local
· challenge has ~ received by
the Waring Hall coeds.
. Barry ~ . a representative
of the Association of Residence
Hall Students, says a nearby
.men's dorm has•offered to compete in a Jell-0 sucking_battel of
'the sexes.
·
Light adcb that raspberry
Jell-0 isn't the onlyfood gaining
popularity on the University
Park campus. Just last week a
Penn State student 1ate 50 bowls
of mandatine oranges. According
to Light, the only comment from
the student after the two-hour.ordeal was: "It cured my cold."

I·
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Students Watch
Tube at UNI
Cartoons, game shows and
soap operas - that's the daily
schedule for some T. V. fans who
feel that curling up in front of the
boob tube on the second floor of
the Commuter Center is a relaxing way to spend their free time.
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The audience, peaking daily at
about fifty, enjoys their favorite
shows on an RCA-XLlOO ~inch
color television set, . which has
been at it's present location for
about a year. Students and
faculty alike are free to turn on
the set at any time, although the
majority of those watching will
decide what to watch.

The Commuter Center Operations Division has two other T.V.
sets in storage which will be
made available to students as
soon as sufficient stands can be
either found, or built.
The only problem with the immense popularity of U.N.l.'s
television service is that the
large number of students
watching gradually increase the
volume on the set, and some
meetings on the Commuter Center's second floor have been disturbed. So keep down the noise,
gang, and you'll never have· to
miss a single episode of Restless
Ryan, or The Guiding Doctors.
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Conversations
With
The Rose
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Bette Midler was thirty - actress and have the singing stage. ·
minutes late for the press
dubbed in later. One of the people
"I'd like to do a knockdown
ference when she arrived. " Sorry that was considered was Val~rine comedy in a' scanty dress," she
· I'm late,'' she told the score or
Per rine ~(last, _seen · as Lex says teasingly.
of reporters at the Drake Hotel, Luthor ' s g i rl- f riend i n
The scripts she now receives
"I couldn't get my hair to curl."
SUPERMAN).
.
im proving. " I used to get
The line echoed a similar
Rydell bowed out of the p~
scripts that had my act in them.
response from her first starring ject. Several directors of merit, They woul~o to my show and
role in 20th Century Fox film, Norman Jewison, Richard Don- write down · my lines and put
1HE RdSE. However, in that
ner, Ken Russell, and tarry t.hem in a script and that used to
high impact •performance, her Pearce all the the project but drive me nuts. They don't do that
tardiness for a concert was oothing was done with the film any more. Now they sort of make
caused by pharmaceuticals and biogr~pby_of lQl>ljn but_t_o change_ _up_lines_of ~ir- own and-hope- it to the fictionaliz.ed version of · that I fit them in my mouth."
not faulty mm.cuyers:- - What she lacks in physical the current film.
She has managed to fit some of
stature she more than comRydell regained control and her own words in a book she has
pensates in energy and perform- hired Midler to do the singing and written that will be out in
ing ability. Miss Midler delivers the acting.
February. Miss Midler, who
a powerhouse characterization of
Midler recounts' her memories ·writes about one third of her
a popular rock and roller on the of the filming. "It was easier stage act, wrote the one hlllldred
emotional and physical skids.
than a concert. You don't have to and sixty page account of her
'Ibis is a role which many will sweat quite as much and you tour last year to Europe and
say bears more than a striking shoesdon'twearoutasfast.
Australia. It's called A VIEW
resemblence to the late Janis - "I was pleasant. I didn't do any FROM ABROAD.
Joplin. Midler admits that Janis stupping in the trailer. I didn't
"It's my peculiar view of the
was the main model for the role SflOrt any of that cocaine like world," she says. "Actually, it's
but adds, "there are no charac- some of those people do. I was a the Divine Miss M's, it's her book
ters or - events ( i n t he very good girl. I was on my very because it's very arch and very
silly.·It borders on ridiculous but
screenplay),' that had a parallel best behavior.
"When I have ten films under its got a lot of pictures."
'
in Janis's life."
The pictures include some of
Vocally, the now blonde enter- my belt I don't care what they
tainer says, "I can only sing rock call me, but I was determined not the characterizations in her show
and roll with the voice that I to be called horrible names at the like the Magic Lady and Delores
· De Lago, the Toast of Chicago,
have. I couldn't imitate her. I getgo."
She found working with the who happens to be a mermaid in
dicm't want to imitate her."
Midler had worked as an .extra · large crowds for the concert an electric wheelchair.
a real pleasure. "I was reCurrently she is living in L.A.
on films like, 1HE HAWAIIANS
and GOODBYE COLUMBUS. In ally shocked. They really had in a rented house that belongs to
the later she watched Ali come to see me. I was so the actor, Richard Chamberlain,
MacGraw snap her bathing suit gratifieid. At first I thought they who is filming SHOOUN in
for four hours. "I said that's a just wanted to get in a movie, col- Japan.
" I have all of Richard Chamnice way to make a living. Ali lect their extra pay then drink a
beer and go home. They were berlain's memorabilia. Big R's
never got it right either.''
on the wall, trophies he won for
1HE ROSE, directed by Mark wonderful."
Rydell, had its start eight years
"I've been offered quite a few acting as ' a child. Sometimes I
ago, when he was presented with scripts but I never had one that think I am Dr. Kildare, or at least
the script then called PEARL was quite as rangy as this one,'' a nurse that lives down the hall.''
She enjoys keeping busy.
(Joplin's nickname). Rydell she says of the ROSE. "Most of
wanted Midler then but the studio them have been comedies, lots of Unlike the tortured character she
did not feel she had the heat at forties comedies, things that plays in THE ROSE she does not
that time. They wanted to hire an would be closer to what I do on want .a vacation from perform-

con-

so
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scenes

BeUe Mldlef • tlle ltele laeaeel lJU!IIIJelllereeaee11 perfwmuces la tile_. Ceaaary Fes ftlm.

Bette Midler is eager to talk aboat "Tbe Rose."

ing. " I took a couple of weeks off
once and it nearly destroyed me.
" I liked the character of the
Rose because she had a certain
fraility . She was very aggressive
and loud and boisterous and not
for a good time but she also had a
vulnerability, a child-like quality
that appealed to me." ·
It will also appeal to the
viewers. She does a first rate job
in a difficult role. She admits its
a story that's been told alot, but

never by Bette Midler and never
like this.
·
The high pressure, big money
world of the rock industry of the
late sixties is offered up, raw and
real. THE ROSE is a painful
story and not a pretty one.
There is nothing srpall about
the way Miss Midler and Mark
Rydell have created the film that
is THE ROSE. For the best resuits see if at a theatre with a
Dolby sound system.

The bntls,
aniinals & ·flowers
are dying to tell us...
"G.1ve a h. oot, ·
don't pollute!'
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_Horoscope
For the week of Dec. 3-8
ARIES (March 11 to AP"il
19): You can bring current
projects to conclusion and
meet
deadlines
easily.
Concentrate · on personal
affairs and keep your · own
confidences. Seek to become
aware of others' motives.
Your mind . is quick and
sharp. ·

LIBRA (Sept. ZS to Oct. ZZ):
Lots of activity. and a fast
pace may require that you
step up your .own rhythm to
keep up. Avoid spreading
yourself _too thin, however,
and concentrate on one thing ,
at a time. Attend to priority I
matters and set hobbies aside
for now.

TAURUS (April ZO to May
ZO): With high energy you can
complete projects that have
been hanging fire. Act on
your enthusiams and get
involved with others. Don't
just view the action from the
sidelines. Seek professional
advice · about
an
environmental change.

SOORPIO (Oct. ZS to Nov.
Zl): Routine matters could
take a back seat as new
people and ideas require your
attention.
Romance . is
possible and expanded social
life can bring you pleasure.
Some may take a trip or be on
vacation - all of you should
relax and enjoy.

GEMINI (May Z1 to June
ZO): Your mind is sharp and
ao'mething that has been
confuaing could suddenly
become very clear to you. Do
your share in all par~
hiparrangem~ts.-and-success is
- __ -&ssur-e<1:-ut111ze your orginal
-ideas and talents.
CANCE£ (June 21 to J uly
Z2): Deal with facts, not
fantasy, and you can succeed.
Guard a gainst self-delusion
and move with caution
regarding money matters. A
short trip - a change of pace
is favored to he1p you get a
new_outlook on life.
L EO (July 23 to Aug. 22):
Concentrate on the matter s at
hand and avoid scatter ing
your energies•. F inancial
matters require patience a nd
attention to detail. Be fair in
handling dom estic issues that
involve children . Zero in on
distant matters and come up
with a solution.

VIRGO (Aug . ZS to Se tp.
23): An unusual assignment
m a y be offered to you. Accept
it only if it won't prove a
hardship or strain. Organize
your work efforts and operate
· according to a plan: Concentrate on matters you've
been postponing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 to
Dec. Zl): You should feel
happy abouf your accompllshments now . Turn
your attentign_to--the-hci~
-envtroiiment and enhance the
domestic
scene
by
remodeling or redecorating.:
Not the time to loan money or
be extravagant.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 to
'Jan. 19) : If -conside ring a

m ove , lay Y<,>Ur plans ·
carefully and guard against o ver -optimism . b y be ing
prepared for possible delays.
I n you r dealings with others
you mus t talk their ranguage
to communicate proper ly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20to Feb.
18): You can bring harmony

to an area of your life that has
been uncertain by taking a
detached a nd objective view
of the matter. Resist impulsive moves or decisions
based on your subjective
feelings.
PISCES (Feb , 19 t.o M&rch
20): Old routines may seem

dull or boring a nd you are
ready for exciting new
changes. A new interest or
hobby could really turn you
on and your communicative
skills increase. Guard against
over-extending
yourself ,
either mentally or financially.

ACROSS
1. Little one ·
4. Transport by
truck
8; Sparse
12. Freudian word
13. Choir voice
14. The "good
guy"
15. Desertlike
17. Set down
- 18. Water pitcher

DOWN
1. Jets or Mets
•
2• H 1'deous giant

!: ~::~~

sound

:: ::::;:!i~:tate
7. Faithful
8. Lately: 8 wds.
9. Cut down
lO. Anger .
ll. Scandinav-

C

29. -Betsy - ,
ftagmaker
30. "Whodunit"
name
31. Equipment
32. Pied Piper

,.

R· ·

o·; ·.. ·.·
,.

,~·

C:
4i1

follower
36. Unruly crowd

5;
"1

39. Corn spike
41. Ew~'s mate
43. Work
4.6. Large bundle
1

··

w·,-.,.·

;~: ~=~t:~::
16. ~:e~~nf:~r~;~r. ::: ~1 ~~:~it e:;nt
,
23. Irish dance '
3 .wds.
evidence-- _ --- - -25. Beard softener 22. Spanish "the''- _ 0- 8- h - 29. w e II -ord ered __ 20;- Nb'fmng
- -5 .
oe part
.
---- _.. 33.- Window·bl1ncf 24. Merry
51. The pm MPH
34. Raw minerals 26 _ Owri
5_2. Chopping tool
35. Sweet potato
27. Forbidden53. Cotton 37. Balanced
fruit locale
55. Golfer's aid
3& Blackboard
28. Lease ··
59. Belonging to
49. Violent
l
2
3•
5___ 6
7
9
downpour of r ain
12
42. H omonym of
15
cereal
44. E vil
19
45. Grouchy
person
47. Sousa
specialty
34
51. Call publicly
54. Flying
38
mammal
42
56. University in
New Haven
57. The way out
68. Margarine
60. Pool stick
61. City in Nevada
62. Rocky shoal
68. Snakelike fish

d
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Variety of Dance Events to be Held _a t UNI
A variety of dance events will
be taking place at Northeastern
throughout the coming week of
Dec. 3 - Dec. 77: Highlighting the
week will be two evenings of
"Spanish Dance in Concert"
performed by Northeastem's
company "in residence", the
Ensemble Espanol.
Also at Northeastern next week
will be guest artists Maria Alba,
the internationally-acclaimed
cl.Meer who is currently dancing
with Luis Rivera Spanish Dance
C.Ompany in New York; and
William Carter, a principal
dancer with the American Ballet
Theatre who is at present working with the Martha Graham
C.Ompany in New York. In addition to performing as special
guest artists with the Ensemble
Espanol, both Alba and Carter
will be teaching master classes
throughout the week (in Spanish
dance, ballet and modem) . All
master classes will be taught in
the Dance Studio, Al13, and are
open free of charge to all UNI
students. The week's events are
sponsored by Orchesis/UNI
Dance.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Mon Dec 3 "Spanish Dance in
Qincert", UNI Auditoriwn, 8 .
p.m.

Tues

Dec

4

Master
class/Ballet/William Carter, 1-2

p.m.
'. 'Spanish Dance in Concert",
UNI Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Wed Dec 5 Master cl~/Spanish
Dance/Maria Alba, 12-1:30p.m.
Master class/Ballet/William
Carter, 6:30 p.m.
Thur Dec e
Master

class/Modem/William Carter, For concert tickets contact the
box office, ext. 5111, and for conl-2p.m.
Fri Dec 7
Master flffll_ed information about the
class/Modem/William Carter, master classes contact the Dance
;Studio at ext. 666.
l-3p.m.

presented by
the Stageplayer
and the '_UNI
Spe ech and
Performing
Department

Curtain at 700 pm Nov.JO, Dec._1,5,6~7,8 in
The S~AGE CENT! R Theatre (F-Wing) between the
Classroom Bldg. and the Security Building
UNI STUDENTS FREE with lD
phone ext. 535 for information

, A NEW TWO-ACT
COMEDY
_by Gary Dunlap
directed by
-:-- Durward Redd

·'l announcements
Monday

GAY / L E SBIAN SUPPORT
GROUP
A support group for gay men
and women is in the process of
forming at Northeastern. The
GAY /LESBIAN SUPPORT
GROUP will meet every Tuesday
at 1 p.m. in room 2--031 of the
Classroom building. . All interested and supportive students,
faculty and members of the community are welcome. For more
information• ·contact Bob at
869-1665 or Kay at 456-7244.

Dec. ·3
The Student Senate meetings
for December will be on the 3rd
and the loth in roo~ CC-216 at
7:00 p.m. All members of the
_ UNI community are invited to attend.
Student Senate, Committee
vacancies: Financial Aid (1 student) ; Provost Planning Group Third Tier (2 students) ; Advisory
O>mmittee on_Program Development ( 1 student) ;. - Any students that are · interested in the above mentioned
committees should contact
William J. R7.epka on or before
Dec. 3, 1979, in room E-210 or at
ext. 501.

Tuesday
Dec. 4

•

-·

The StudenCCouncil for Exceptional Children will lx>ld a
Cluistmas party and dance for
exceptional children and all
U.N.I. students and faculty on
Tuesday, December 4th from 12-2
- in Alumni Hall. The admis&on is
50 cents and will go to support a
facility.Jor exceptional children.
There will be lots of dancing and
singing and of course a visit from
Santa! Come share in the fun.

Tllelday, Dec. Mil - S.A.M./M- NSANE, Northeastern Students
MARKETING DIVlSION
Against Nuclear Energy ·meets
S.A.M./MARKETING DIVISION
and every Tuesday at 1:00
Open Meeting.,Tuesday, Dec. p.m. in Room 2-105· of the
4th,/Science Building, Rm S-311 · clasm>om building. Eveeyone is
• 1
1bis will be the last welcome. Remember better ACmarketing meeting of lffl. New TIVE today, than RADIOACstudents welcome. We will be dis- TIVE tomorrow!
cussing projects/and speakers
for the Winter semester.
' -

· Friday, Dec. 7th - S.A.M./CUD-

Thursday
Dec. 6
Thursday, Dec. 1&11 ~ Society for
Advancement of Maaqement
Society for Advancement of
Management (S.A .M.) Open
Meeting, Thursday, at i p.m.,
Science Bldg, Rm. S-311. · This
will be the last m~ing of the
semester. We will be discussing
plans and events for the Winter
semester . New students
welcome!

--

NSANE, Northeastern Students
Against Nuclear Energy will
sponsor a film presentatij>ll concerned with the . aspects of
nuclear power. The film will be- J
shown at 1:00 p.m. in Lecture
Room 102 of the Science Building.
At 2:00 p.m., following the film
will be a debate between
representatives from Commonwelath Edison and Citi7.ens
Against Nuclear Power. This will
be sponsored by the Earth
Science Department.

'

\

The Student Senate is conducting a Fee's Survey on December
4 and 5 from 9:00 a .m. to 7:00
p.m. on all campuses. This will
be your opportunity to voice your
opinion on how you want"'your Activity Fee distributed m:nong the
Boards or Control. All registered
students are encouraged to vote.

- b l e students woo did not advance register for the winter 1980
trimester may register on
~ January 3 and 4.
·
See Schedule for times and additional information.
Thank you.

cam-

.

Lost? Confused?.Looking for a
friend? Wnat someone to share
something with? 0r do you just,
want to bitch a litUe to
somebody? Stop by room 0-80'1 in
the Classroom Building Tuesdays
2-3 p.m. or Wednesdayi 3: 1>7
Ahmad Jamal .& ,UNI. Jut
p.m. Friends are students who
Pend.
7:00 and 9:30 p.m. in the
believe ··Students are very imAuditorium.
$4.00 for non-Ulfl
portant people.;. So stop by even
students. tickets on sale - rb\ a:
if ·you just want a friendly heUo or
Reunion Party for CCAB rilen1;
a hug fromanotherhunuln being. _

bers. 7:00 p.rn.. iOyear t:e\ftOfl.

p,m.

Wednesday
Dec. 5

Etc.

HOLIDAY DEPRESSION! The
last Soup & Substance t91>ic of the
term will be HOLIDAY
DEPRESSION . The main
speaker will be Roy Olson,
Pastoral Care Staff, Lutheran
General Hospital. Bring your
lunch ontop by the Cafeteria on
the way to Room 0-040 of the
Classroom Building. We'ill provide the SOUP Sponsored by the
Campus Ministry and the CCAB.
We would also like to . thank all
those involved in the Soup &
Substance Series this term that
have helped to make it a success,
including the speakers, the staff
and especially the students. And ·
a _HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON
TO ON~ AND ALL.

... ,.

today

New Officers were elected to ·
the board of Students for Israel.
They are; Ira Silverstein,Presi- .
dent, Gail Simway V.P . of
Organization, Richard Kane V.P.
of Programming and Mem. bership, May Meveire Corresponding Sec. and Debbie
Yompol Recording Sec, and Phil
Levesky V.P. Public Relatk>m.
The plans estabUshed by the
new board were to hold a general
meeting every third Tuesday of
• the month. Furthermore, every
Tuesday there will be a table set
up in Village Square, with
Planned activities. We wish them
Goodluck!
Our•next coming event will be a
Olanukah Party on Dec. 4, from
lp.m. to 2p.m. in CLS. 3--094.
Featuring food, ./Israeli Dancing
and a grabebay (Limit to spend
$2.00. We'll see You there
!!!!!!!!!!

nel 11 Pledge Niglat
S.A.M./Marketing Division is
sponsoring a Pledge Night for
Olannel 11 tonightfrom6:00p.m.
- 11;30 p.m . Student volunteers
are needed to answer WTIW
phones on camera and take
pledges for the station. If in. terested, please contact Charlene
Godzicki by leaving your name
and phone number at the business office, CL&-4023.

reserve seating a( ~

_.J....

concert . rree. Contact ·Janice

Friday

The paintings, prints and drawings of Peggy Langrall, a resident of Glenview, will be dis•·played on the main floor of the
Northeastern Illinois University
Library, 5500 North · St. Louis
Avenue, from November 29 to
December 13. The library is open
Monday through Thursday, 8·
a.m . to 10 p,m.; Friday, 8 a.m. to
Miil D I A I NT E RN A,P - · 6 p m.; and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5
PLJCATIONS DUE 1'10W . p.m. Langrall is a Senior majorSeniors and · Juniors with B ing in art at Northeastern.
averages and 12 hours of mass
communication who wish to in- ·
terview for Winter term placement should contact Dr. Robert
Walker. in the Speech and Need some help or information?
Performing Arts Department. · We'll try our best to help, tell you
ans or extension 523. Interview- where you can get the informaing will be arranged at WLS-TV tion or everi lend a friendly ear
and Radio. WGN-TV. NBC-TV. when necessary. Stop by
and C~TV. ·ptus many public
FRIENDS in room 0-007 of the
relations positions. and imemal- ~room building (lower levelly here at Northeastern.
between the Unicom and the
December 7. 1979. deadline. l;>lll Cafeteria) on Tuesdays U p.m.
first ·come. first served!
or Wednesdays 3: 1>7 p.m.
FRIENDS are students who
believe "Students are Very Important People" We are there for
YOU, the, student, so come by
and tell us what you need.

Dec. 7

Dawson X 505. Student Activities
Office.

METRO-HELP !NATIONAL
RUNAWAY Switdlboaniis Qffering' Free .Training for people ill"
terested .ill volunteering for this
HOTLINE. We are the only 24hour .Information~ Referral .and
Crisis·intervention Service_in the

Chicago Area:
.
If ·. you 11\!Kht~ ,irlt~;ct or·
should you want
i~
tion. CALL - 929-585t.
.

fflb~

Regarding : Anthologies of
Women's Writings - Sponsored by
Women's Studies. Women's
Studies is looking for any kind of
work with a "feminist point-ofview." If you are interested contact Jean Gillies on the fifth floor .
of the Beehive Building, X423.

NEED CREDiT? SEND ~RTHE CREDIT GAME
"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in ·
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your .
. command."

SOLVE ALL
• Too young to borrow?
• New in town /no references?
• Erase bad debt records
• Sk ip bi ll s without ruin ing credit
• Receive loans wi t h in weeks of beg inni ng t his program
• Infor mation o n updated c red it laws and leg islatio n
• Your rights under th e Federal-Credit Acts

Send Check o r ·
Money Order to

WALL STREET
•
PUBLISHING CO.

THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS

with
THE CREDIT GAME

303 5TH AV E.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK: NY 10016

r----- ---- ONLY

l
I
I

I
I
I
I

ts:ss_________ _

(N.Y . reside!_lts add 8% Sales Tax)

Enclosed is $ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ for _ _ _ __ Books .
Name
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City - - --

- - - State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Allow 3 weeks fo r delivery .

NOT ALL OF THE CH:ALLE·N GING
ASSIGNMENTS ARE
IN.THE CLASSROOM J
We have part and full-time assignments as
crowd control and security personnel to work
unarmed at - plants, McCormick Place,
downtown hotels, private parties and more!
We pay $3.40 per hour <and provide your uniform. You can work evenings or weekends
any time. A good physical appearance is required as these are high public contact posi. tions. Apply in person M~n-Fri 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

The Kane Se·rvice
-5750 N. Ashlancl

,Chicago, Ill. 60660
769-5400
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. . ·. JOIN us FOR LUNCH

. OPEN DAIL y .
11 :30 AM - 1:30·PM

·r1ae ·
GtJlden ··•· .=: ,.
♦
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\

$3.20-SPECIALS
ALL YOU CAN EAT
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

...
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Rapes ln,crease On
College Ca mpuses

· by llelea Cerdes
smires have clouded assewnents
(CPS) - The assailant got in of the problem.
through an open ground floor
On campm, as in the general
window of the dorm apartmef!t.
public, rape is vastly underHe confronted the 22-year-old ' reported. Also, . sexual assault
University of Alabama woman in and rape are not the same. Sexher bedroom, flashed knife, and ual assaults are not tallied in the
tied her an:ns with her bathrobe FBI Index, and are-certainly not
belt before forcing her out of the as thoroughly publici7.ed as rape.
apartment and into a nearby un- The distinction does little to aliversity storage building. He leviate the risk to, or ease the
raped her, and ran off into the
minds of, female students.
night.
At the University of Delaware,
, That August rape was, depend- for example, 67 assaults and only
log on who is talking about it,
three rapes 'Yere reported in
either the fll'St on the 15,000- U116-77- Rape statistics would
!!lildent Tuscaloosa campus since therefore suggest that the UD
1'/1, or just the most recent in a campus is a relatively secure
dramatic upsurge of sexual at- one, · tough a'. coed walking
~
- University Police Qlief through jt at night might have
·Itwin Fields calls it .an abberrant other feelings. ·Ricliard Turner of
~dent, the fll'St in eight years.
UD Security adds that, " all kinds
The annual FBI Crime Index, . of things happen we never bear
'!hich lists the number of crimes about.~~
,,
ci>mmitted on some 300 camThere are· also -applrently all
puses, shows there have been kinds of .things that campuses
five rapes at UA in just the last don't tell about, either. As
two years. ·.
· University of Tennessee Security
1be rapes, Fields notes, oc- Qlief Hugh Griffin puts it, "We
curred "real close to campus, not
stress that even though there've
actually on university property, been eight to ten attacks, there'
but in an area where campus of. · bas been only one rape on camficers would respond."
pus in all of 1979."
1be situation typifies the lack
The reason is that sexual crime
of safety precautions, the con- statistics can scare away potenfusion, the contradictory im- tial students. "I don't think
pulses, and even the concern for anyone lies about it, but no one
image that bas made an assess- brags about it, either," observes
ment of - much less a campaign · a publicist at a Massachusetts
against - the growing problem of . liberal arts college. "Colleges .
rape and-sexual assault on cam- are spending millions recruiting
pus so difficult.
students. But if a student isn't
FBI figures are usually higher safe on carnpus,
amount of.
than campus security office slick marketing is · going to get
figures, and the FBI Index shows . her to enroll."
relatively-few rapes on even the
Another measure of just how
largest campuses. Yet spot re- bad the problem is gelling is the
ports from various campuses in- increasing nmnber of organi7.ed
dicate that, especially at urban protests against rape on campus.
colleges, the sexual assault rate . Women seem to be more
may have grown at the 11 percent frightened of going out at night, a
national rate. 1be increase may fear complicated by the obvious
even be bipr, too, given the need, of evening trips to the
campus repreamtation ol 11 to' library and classes. Numerous
M-year-old women, whom crime campus surveys document that
statistics condemn as the most . women hestiate venturing on
likely to be raped.
campus lte at night on even the
A number of contradictory pre- most sedate, isolated colleges.

a

no

· A wide variety of rape prevenlocked bathrooms and new buildtion tactics have also been ing alarms, but PeM attorney
. employed over the last year.
Matthew Hall swears the imThey include posters urging provements were "not a result of
coeds to walk in pairs, and only in
this case."
well-lighted places, and escort · Elsewhere, an appeals court
services. Such programs wax imruled in 1978 ~t San Diego State
mediately after attacks, but soon University had been negligent in
· seem to wane. Escort services on protecting students in the walte
some campuses have closed up of a rash of rapes arotmd camthis fall for lack of calls.
pus. The case was filed by the.
Female students seem to be mother of a student woo was
less enthusiastic about student- raped and.murdered in her dorm
initiated or student-run protec- room five years ago. The case is
tion measures. More frequently still pending.
they are pressuring universities
And before the August rape in
themselves to provide adequate · Tuscaloosa, another . Alabama
security. "Taite Back The Night" student had successfully sued the
demonstrations have now oc- Wesley Foundation, a reµgious
curred on both coasts. There organization near campus' that
have · ,been petitions asking ·that . rents ,its houses to students. The
more sJudent fees be dive,:ted to woman was raped,by people who
security.
had entered · her· apartment
But the newest wrinkle is that through a lockJess window, her
students are taking universities
to court charging sexual assault
was tbe1 result of ·negligent
cam...;
..
.pus security: ·
·
•.
,
The Univ ersity . of ' Pennsylvania struck an out.of-court
settlement earlier this year will\
a 'student who had brought a $1
million negligence suit. Raped in
the bathroom of a classroom
On Tuesday, December 4, Dr.
building in the summer of-1977,
she alleged "the assault and rape Frederic Ettner, M.D., will be
could have been prevented by the present on the NIU campus to adimplementation of a simple plan dress the student body on the
for assignment of security topic of natural childbirth. Dr.
personnel and . . or devices," and Ettner is a Chicago-,area family
that the university failed to warn practitioner who specializes in
students of "the dangers of crime instructing and assisting his paof violence occurring in the build- tients in at-home deliveries. Dr.
Ettner will examine this ·coning."
1be. rapist was arrested three trov ersial issue from the
months later, and confessed to perspective of his own exthe crime., The confession perience and he will present the
negated Penn's initial ddense most -current evidence of the
that the woman might .have con- 'psychological and medical adtributed to her rape, but brought vantages offered to both mother
on a new brief ths.t warned that a and child through this approach.
Non-medically assisted
guilty verdict would lead to more
childbirth has always been the
suits, and to a "closed cafupus. ' .
Penn agreed to a settlement in . standard method of infan deApril, nevertheless. University livery for most cultures. Medical
Women's Center Director Carol advances have made-the delivery
'I)"acy says the suit impired · of babies in an institutional setsecurity improvements like ting quicker, less painful, and
~

attorney, Joel Sogol, says the
foundation knew about the absent
lock, but concealed it from the
victim.
Sogol thinks the woman who
was raped in August could "pro' bably'' sue the university for
negligence. The UA CrillllOll aad
' Whi~ discovered that some of
the window locks had been inadequate, and that the woman had ·
requested repairs three months
· earlier. "It doesn't appear the
woman has filed any charges just
yet," says UA Police Olief
Fields.
Such decisions are usually
based on the July, 1976 suit filed
by siriger Connie Francis, who ..
was . awarded $2.5 million
because a Howard Johnson's
Motor Lodge had been negligent
in providing security that might
have prevented her rape there.

Ooct0r to -Address

Students on
Natural Childbirt.h

CHANUKAH
PARTY

DEC. 4, 1979 Tues.
1 :00-1 :50 Cls-3094

FOOD FUN TIME
ISRAELI DANCING

Bring a friend
Sponsored by

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL .
(HILLIL)

less time consuming for the doctor, while at the same time
depriving woman of her own
participation in this, the most essent~l!l function of her sexuality.
Could it be that we have an important lesson to learn from
those who have not yet been convinced that medical technology is
more trustworthy than the innate
.wisdom of their own bodies?
We of the Wholistic Health Club
feel that this information is vitally important to the college community in light of the fact that
many of NIU's students will
become parents of their own
children. Please come and consider the facts and ideas that you
might not hear anywhere else.
The meeting will be held in
room S-325 (Science Building)
from 1 to 2 p.m., Tuesda1
December 4. Please bring a .
friend!'

MONEY FOR BOOKS
Sell Avon part-time to
earn good money to help
you through school. Call
'%12-1924.
WANT A · CHRISTMAS
BONUS?

Earn · extra money selling Avon. · Be your own
boss · and set your own
hours. ·Call 272-1924:

3 Distributors needed
to market highly saleable self-defense products. Unlimited earning potential. Part time
now
full time
holidays - summer call
1.M. Eng. 539-~290.

.

We

have . Holiday
Decorations
and
Chris~ mas · Cards

.

,

HAPPY
.HOLIDAYS
Folletts
.
BOokNook
.

·r

$1.00

CANDY
. &
.STOCKING

OFF
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CROSS PEN
OR _PENSET
WITH IHiS COUPON

STUFFED .ANIMALS
&
PUZZLES
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NIJcl~~t·Du;,,p-Cl~sirlgs :C a~s~ Havoc at U li-i"e~ities.
(CPS) :- «we don~~ have any
dump at Barnwell, S.C.
p,>blem now because we only,
The closing -at Bamwell·would
ship this stuff twice a year,''. says .only make a bad situation worse,· ·
Bill Wilson, a nuclear researcher =since 'the Hanford and Beatty·
at Washington State University. · closings have already left most
"But in six months, we'll have a
schools without a place to dispose
problem."
of their nuclear waste.
.
He's not alone. Universities all
Most campuses report they '
have some limited room to store
over the country that do nuclear
waste until the dumps re-open,
research or use radiation treatbut many research efforts have
ments in their medical facilities
have had no place to dispose of been slowed to cut down on waste ·
their nuclear waste since two of production. ThQS far only one rethe nation's three commercial search program has been severly
resttricted by the .c losures.
m1elear dumps were closed last
"Right now we're stopped,
month.
Paul De Luca of the University of
Dumps at Hanford,
Washington and Beatty, Nevada Wisc9nsin told the 0.-lde el
were closed in the wake of a joint Hip Edacalioll. "We've been
letter from Washington Governor stopped for three or four weeks,
Dixie Lee Ray, Nevada Governor and if something doesn't happen
pretty soon, I', not sure what
Robert List, and South Carolina
we'll do."
Governor Richard Riley to the
De Luca, a physicist, has been
Nuclear Regulatory Cornmis&on
involved in cancer research lL'!I(NRC). The letter warned they'd
close the dump sites if tile NRC - ing a "fast" neutron generator,
the only one of its kind in the nacidn't clamp down on packaging
and transport of radioactive tion. De Luca's wortwas stopped
waste. Ray and List carried out when the University of
W"ISCOnsin's quota of tritium - a
their threats in October. Now
radioactive isotope - had been
Riley of South Carolina has
threatened to close down the filled. The NRC regulates the

Airline Passenger
Screeners
O'HAR E AIRP-ORT
If you're a mature , respo nsible individ ual looking for maximum
schedule flex ibility , look to Anay Frain! We have immed iate
openi ngs for Passenger Screeners on our afternoon and wee kend
sh ifts at t he world 's busiest airport. To qualify for this fine
opportur:iity you must be at least 18 yea rs o ld , ancfa U.S. citizen
with no criminal record . To show your interest, apply in person:

amount .of radioactive material
anyuniversity may have at one

~-

But De Luca's problem is unlL'!lually severe. Most ·campm research projects are being continued, even though some are
concerned about oncoming
storage problems.
At ·Purdue the disposal of
radioactive trash is contracted
out to Atomic Disposal Co., an Illinois firm that sent Purdue's last
shipment of waste to the Hanford
site in Washignton.
"We can hold out about three
months," Dr. Richard. Vetter, Assistant Radiological Control Officer at Purdue said. "Then we
will have to go back to the university for more space."
Dr. Vetter explained that P

Purdue ships out about 400 cubic
feet of radioactive trash every
three months, at a cost of about
$16,000 a year to the university.
Most of the waste is paper,
gloves, syringes, and animal
carcasses, all of which are stored
in a quonset hut a mile from
ccam_pus.

"I don't pe~ve.- this as .a in radioaetive e x p e ~ .
teclulical problem. It
to be '. The university brieQy restric:ted
more · of a political proglem," animal use_,O'Brien reported,-unVetter observed. "H the NRC can til it found more storage space.
insure . safe disposal and
I "We'll sto~ it in the hallway in
transport, J. think Washington
front of the president's office."
and Nevada will ope!) right
. · The big concern at health- O'Brien commented facetiously.
related nudear programs is ·that "But we must find a way to store
it indefinitely, or stop the repatients needing radiological
. treatment will soon be turned search." O'Brien pointed out that
nine out of the last ten Nobel
away.
.
Leonard Freeman, president of pm.es ·were won by people lL'!ling
radioactive research materials.
the Society of Nuclear Medicine,
has asked the governors to·allow
Gov. Ray did announce last
hospitals and research
week that she may re-open the
laboratories to continue shipping
Hanford site if federal officials
waste until some other means of
crack down on sloppy waste shil)" ,
disposal can be found.
ment practices.
The waste problem "creates an
Chainnan Joseph Hendrie said
immediate crisis for nuclear
the NRC is stepping up impecmedicine," Freeman declared,
tions of interstate waste ship"and for thousand., of Americans
ments, and will be "pressing enwho need its vital services."
force men t and inspection
But Michael O'Brien,
responsibility very hard."
University of Washington radia"If all of these things fall into
tion safety offi~r, said, "The
place," Goveffl()r Ray replied,
medical use does not generate
"then I think we can say we will
· much waste."
make the site available,
O'Brien said the biggest
particulary for nuclear medicine
threats to nuclear research at
wastes."
UW were animal carcasses used

seems

up.,;.

UNI On_ly JI/. School to
Offer Actuarial Training

by Cindy McDonald
l) General Ma thematics
What exactly is an actuary? An
2) Mathematical Probability
actuary is both a professional and mathematical Statistics
and a business executive or con3) Numerical Analysis and
MONDAY-FRIDAY, 9 A.M;-5 P.M.
sultan t who - uses his Mathematical Theory of Interest
mathematical skills to define,
The Society of Acturies is a
anal)'7,e and solve complex busi- professional organization of ac298-8780
ness and social problems.
tuaries whose purpose is to adAn actuary applies theories of vance the knowledge of actuarial
AN9~~~~1i~in~NC.
....____......_
Suite 114
probability and statistics and science and keep high standards
Rosemont, Ill.
methods of mathematics of of competence within the pro·finance to problems of ~ . fession.
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
Admission to membership in
social insurance, health insurance· and to problems con- the Society of Actuaries is
nected with the population . thorough eumination. There are
growth. Recently large corpora- nine examinations. One who
tions employed actuaries completes the first fiye exam is
(because of their training in designated an Associate of the
mathematics and statistics) in Societ of Actuaries (A.S.A.) . One
HOUSTON, TX(CPS) - The . for commems before it makes up areas such as investment who completes all nine exams is
Civil Rights analysis and planning, data pro- designated a Fellow of the SQcievice presidem of the American its mind. The
Comcil on Education (ACE) has . Commission, in a revene of its .· cessing and mathematical ty of Actuaries (f.s.a.).
According to Professor A.
asked He1dth, Education & own prior opinion, reported in modeling.
Patricelli,
Chairman of the
An
actuarial
candidate
starts
Welfare Secretary Patricia August that it favored mandating
Harris to delay issuing fmal
equal per capita spending. Harris by studying mathematical dis- Department of Mathematics here
guidelines for womens' atl\letics is also thouga. to favor the spend- iplines required by the Society of at Northeastern, an actuarial
candidate- should have a strong
spending iDil sbe can hear a ing approach to insuring equal Actuaries or Casualty Actuarial
Society. The sequence comists of mathematical background,
athletic opportunity to women.
last-minute campromise prothree sections:
' economic· and management
posal.
·
Claire Guthrie, an ACE atACE Vice President Robert . torney, says ACE is trying to conAtwell told the organization's . vince Harris "to take a look at a
different emphasis. We'd ask
convention here that Harris
llbould make HEW's proposed that universities be held strictly
equal per capita spending rule to a standard of equal per capita
for women's sports apply only to
fmancial aid" fQ! male and
scholarships, but not recruiting,
female a ~ . "But in other
(Continued from page ,4)
much like your own middle-aged
equipment, travel, and publicity
areas, the standard would be
fathers,
and is ~ off by an
'comparability', not necessarily ception room shaking his head,
budgets, as HEW has proposed.
matching spending dollar for he'd tum everyone off. Or he aggressive approach. A firm apAtwell's suggestion is the dollar."
might say, 'I know what NCR proach is good," Lawrence adGuthrie speculates that Harris isn't looking for. Make sure you vised.
lastest cease-flJ"e proposal .in the
war over how to apply Title IX of . favors the new compromise.
don't say this or that.' It would
But it may not be up to Harris ruin the rest of my interviews for
the Higher Education Amend- ·
Lawrence explained that most
ments of 1972, which probibits after all. Atwell says Harris will the day."
interviewers will try to establish,
dikrimination · on the basis of withhold any policy annomceInterviewees ,ren'f helpless.
rapport to put you at ease. Next
gender, to intercollegiate ment ' on the controversial sports Lawrence's advice to students
they will explain what they hope
is.,ue until other sensitive legislawho.will be going on interviews is to accomplish during the inathletics.
The debate has been intensify- tion clears Congress.
to si7.e up the interviewer. "Try terview. "They set the stage," as
ing this year, as the date of
By the time Congress pro- to grasp - his character," Lawrence put it. Most inHEW's long-awaited "policy in- cesses current higher education Lawrence stated. He particularly
terviewers are not interested in
terpretation" approaches. ~ legislation, however, the new cautioned female applicants not , testing your specific knowledge
interpretation will, in effect, re- U.S. Department of Education to be overly aggressive in an in- of a subject, but rather, b y ~
gulate the ways colleges run may be operational. In that cue,
terview situation as it frequenUy
ing to your answer, they are tryathletic departments.
the matter would be- referred to backfires. " Often the man ining to determine how you think
terviewing is· very conservative,
HEW has asked several groups the new department.
and how well you communicate . .

if
~!l::,,

A.C.E. Asks Delay
On Guidelines
u.s.

training.
The Depa r tme nt of
Mathe matics offers courses
directed toward preparing _ac- ·
tuarial candidates. The actuarial
part of the mathematical program was developed in cooperation with the Society of Actuaries.
The following courses. in
mathematics are offered It
Northeastern and cover the subjects required by Parts 1,2, and 3
of the actuarial examinations:
1. CalcullL'!I . I, II, III and
Algebra
2. Mathematical Probability I,
Mathematical Statistics I and II
3. Workshop in Actuarial
Mathematics
'
4. Intro. to Numerical Analysis
5. Theory of Interest
There is a growing .demand for
actuaries. This is a challenging ~
and· financially rewarding
career. If you want more information, contact Professor A.
Patricelli, Chairman of the
Department of Mathematics.

. Success at an Interview

,-.

There is a book available from
Career Services on the fifty most
-commonly asked interview questions. It can help you prepare for
interview questions. Lawrence
also advised to try to get an early
appointment because in•
terviewers, like everyone else,
get tired towards the end of the
day. Being one of the first interviewees might work to your
advantage.
,The interview workshop was

sponsored by the Career Services
Office and the Society for Advan-.
cement of Management,
Northeastern's official club for
business students.

No--;, r_~ ~~- ~ ~1~, ,~1ri1d~~ ,~,..,
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to the Ramblers 15-9. In the
byEllenTanky
three, three team brackets. The over Loyola in this round-robin.
In the first game the Eagles. ,,. second game the Eagles played
This-·past month the Associa- Eagles were paired with Loyola
Chic,ago · State and ~ere
tion For Women's Intercollegiate and Chicago State, teams that · ripped the Cougars- 15-5; CSU
eliminated-by the eventual secAthletics held' their division two the Eagles had lost to during the bounced back to win the second
volleyball championships for the season.
game in overtime 17-15. In the
tion winners 15-12. _This fmal
It appeared ·that the Eagles final game the score went back
game ended after midnight.
Illinois region. The UNI
volleyball team, with a record of . would . be heading home early and forth. The Eagles came out
It was a sad end for a good
team. Although the Eagles
17-19, was seeded fourth in the after they lost their opening on top 15-12 to force the whole
fmished their season with an
nine team tournament held at round game to Loyola 6-15 and section into a playoff.
The Eagles went up against
1~21 record.
Loyola University.
8-:15. · The Eagles, then met
Kathy Nawracki, a member·of
The teams were broken Up into Chicago State, winners earlier Loyola again and once again fell

• ,

.

..

.

.

-#

•

•

•

1

the team was disappointed with
the end results. "There really
isn't any reason we didn't win the
state title. We worked together as
a team and each player played to
their full potential'·', s said.
The Eagles should be right
back• in the thick of it next
season. They are only graduating
two seniors and are hoping for
their best season ever.

GYMNASTICS
Wed. Dec. 5Concordia4:00p.m.

,,
FINAL STANDINGS
INTRAMURAL MEN'S TOUCH
FOOTBALL
WON LOST
CATS
. 4
0
MURPHY'S LAW 3
1
THE KNIGHTS
2
2
SCHLEMS
1
3
OCCUPANTS
O
4

CO-REC TENNIS
Gary Marshall
Dziadus

and

Nancy

CO-REC TABLE TENNIS

Jack Fishman
Bergman . -

and

Adelle

MEN'S ONE ON ONE BASKETBALL ·

UNDER 6' Steve Flowers
6' and OVER Victor Mitry
WOMEN'S .INTRAMURAL
SWIMMING .
FINAL ENTRY DATE- Dec. 3
STARTING DATE - Dec. 6,
Thursday
TIME: 1:00
PLACE: Pool

Victor Mitry, winaer of tbe men's ~oo& •

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri. Nov. 30 Chicago State Tourney 9:00 a.m.
Sat. Dec. 1 Chicago State Tourney 9:00 a.m.
Wed. Dec. 5 Lewis 7:00 p.m.
Friday. Dec. 7 KennedfKing 5:00 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri. Nov. 30 Hope Tourney 7:00 p.m.
Sat. Dec. 1 Hope Tourney 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Dec. 5 Mary Crest 7:30 p.m.
HOME GAMES IN BOLD TYPE

over toaraey.

Women's Gymustles CNCll Weady Z1ert p~ - el lier tymalltl perseulbed laltndlN.
wtic team opens tllelr se.... Wedlladay at UNI v s . ~ at 4:•.

Steve Flowers willller of &lie I feet ud ll8der &Nnley.

Rec. Dept. Apnounces

New Progra~
The UNI Recreation Department is adding a Century Club to
their activities. The club which .
begins January 4, 1980, will include a combination of one, two,
or three activities.
According to Joan Siegel,
Director of Recreation, "The
club will be open to all current
students, faculty and staff."
Participants will earn points
depending on what activity they
decide on doing. Once a person
reaches 100 points, they will re-

;

ceive a T-shirt.
The activities; sw_imming, jogging, and cycling, will be assigned certain point values. In order to receive one point, a person
must either swim one mile, run
two miles, or ~ycle five miles.
"This activity is to promote
physical fitness," said Siegel.
"By having a Century Club, we
are giving people an incentive to
get into · better shape." For
further information, contact
Joan Siegel, en. 481.

B-Ball Splits

ne om-

Cont. ,From pg. 16 .

Lakeland (90)
Concordia-Milwaukee ( 108)
Wescott 7 9-10 23; Hall 9 1-2 19;
Knack 8 2-2 18; Bickart 3 2~ 8;
Golstyn 10 7-9 27; Black 1 2-2 4; Maloney 4 0-0 8; Bryda 4 0-2 8;
Felix 9 0-0 18; Haig 2 6-6 10;
~erson 4 6-6 14; Blood 9 ~11 29,
Jensen
10-0 2; Morris 10-0 2.
Robison O 2-2 2; Olewski 2 4-4 8;
Totals 37 16-20 90
Tunstall O1-3 1; Donovan O0-1 0
Totals 37 34-46 108
Northeastern (111)
Northeastern (74)
Tipton 11 2-3 24; Walsh 2 1-1 4;
Tipton 8 1-2 17; Pete 1 2-2 4;
Taylor ·8 1-2 17; Sawyer 10 0-3 20;
Taylor 3 4-4 10; Sawyer 12 2-4 26;
Schaefer 4 2-210; Pete 712-14 26;
Schaeffer 3 1-3 7; Walsh 1 1-3 3;
Bibbs22-26; Homl 1-53;
. Bibbs~ 1-2 7
Totals 45 21-32 lll
Total Fouls UNI 25 C-M 27.
Halftime UNI 36 C-M 35 Reg.
Totals 31 12-3> 74
76-all, 1st O.T. 86-all, hi O.T. Total Fouls: UNI 22 LC 2Z.
Halftime UNI 35 LC 34
96-all.

Milton (85)
Davey 54-414; Van Duermn33-4
9; Groelle 5 0-0 10; Kaker 2 0-0 4;
Ruesch 6 1-213; Friederichs 5 3-4
13; Gouldboume 4 5-5 13; Mair 2 ·
3-4 7; Mittag 1 0-0 2
Totals 33 19-23 85.
Northeastern (90)
Tipton 8 3-3 19; Pete 2 3-3 6;
Taylor 3 '2-5 8; Sawyer 7 5-7 19;
Schaeffer 4 5-7 13; Walsh 7 6-8 3>;
Bibbs 1 0-0 2; Morgan 1 0-0 2;
Homo 1-21 ·
Totals 33 24-35 90
Total Fouls: UNI 3> MC 26 . .
Halftime UNI 44 MC 40.
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Eagles ·Split
Home Games
The

Profile of Women's
BasketbaU Team
They are a) exciting b) experienced c) deep d) winners. Wheatalk-

ing about the women's basketball team )'OU have four · choices to
choose from. I myself pick letter "E", all of the above.
1be women's basketball team, which averaged over 65 points last
season is definitely exciting. Returning this year is Karen Krause'
(formally Reykjalin). Krause averaged over 7D points last season and
have a five game spurt where she averaged 33 points.
1be lady Eagles have experience. They have six women back from
last year's 14-8 team. Of those six, four were starters a~ one point during the season. Michelle Rotondo, Cindy Oss, and Donna Reiger figure
to be in the starting lineup during the season. The_lady Eagles did suffer a tough loss before the start of practice. Sue Norowlnik was lost for
the season when it was determined she bad high blood pressure. Her
replacement, Mary Dina, is a 6'2" transfer student from Wright.
Hopefully, she will be able to pick up the scoring slacj that will be missed from Norowlnik's 13 point average.
·
The lady Eagles have something they have never bad before: depth.
· '"There are nine women who can~ for me," said rookie coach
Michael Forman. He said newcomers Ann Marie Eames and Peggy
Brown along with veterans Mary Joyce and cathy O'Connor will be
able to . "fill in for the others with out any problem," according to
Forman.
There is no doubt in my mind that the 1ffl lady Eagles are winners.
With the new division., in the Association of Women's Intercollegiate
Athletics (AWAI) the lady Eagles will be playing competition on their
own level.
·
The lady Eagles do have a new coach, theit fourth in as many years.
His name is Michael- Forman, former head coach at calumet High
School and Frosh-Soph coach at Steinmetz. ,
"This is a well balanced team," said Forman. "They have very
good potential but they will have to work bard."
Forman says he will stress defense with this year." We will put presmire on defense and control the ball on offense,'' said Forman.
The State Tournament is scheduled in late February. B
ring injuries a good bet will be that the lady Golden Eagles will be
there.
THE GOWEN QUAIL AWARD this week goes to Dennis Walsh. He
scored 20 points last Tuesday while leading the Eagles to 90-65 win
over Milton.
My Picks: In the fast two weeks I was 16-12. This brina my season
total to 109-75 for SU%. Let's hear it for parity. This week: Mia. by 4
over N.E. ; Bea)'.S by 3 over T.B.; Pitts by 1~ over Cilley; Den. by 1
over Buf.; Philly by 8 over Del. ; Wash. by 7 over G.B.; Hou by ·3 over
Cleve. ; S.F. by 3 over St. L.; Sea. by 4 over K.C.; Dal. by 3 over
Giants; La. by&overMinn.; S.D. by 14over Atl.; N.O. by3over0ak.;
by 3over Bait. I hope!

.Jets

by Dick Qaqli•N
The Golden Eagles basketball
team defeated Milton College
last Tuesday, 90-85, to end a four
game homestand. The win
evened the· Golden Eagles' record to.3-3.
The Eagles opened the four
game set with an exciting, lll-108
_ triple overtime win over Concordia College of Milwaukee.
The Eagles led 76-74 with just
10 seconds remaining in the
ballgame. The Wildcats drove
· down the court and with no time
remaining on the clock, threw in
a 25 footer to put the game into
overtime.
1be score see-sawed in the fll'St
overtime with neither team able
to mount more than a two point .
lead. Milton tied the game with
three seconm to go, and a
desperation shot by Dennis
Walsh fell short.
In the second overtime the
Eagles came out flying high.
Brandishing a -full court press.
_Eric Sawyer stole the ball and
the Eagle's led 88-86. A missed
shot and the Eagles were on the
move again. This time Phil
Schaeffer took charge. The
sophomore guard hit a 25 looter
and the Eagle's led by four. He
then stole the ball and passed to
Ricky Tipton. He went up for the
layup and was fouled. His free
throw put the Eagles up 93-a&.
Concordia refused to bow. The
Wddcats came up with a press of .
their own and cut the Eagle lead
to 96-92. All the Eagles had to do
was sit on the ball. Sawyer took a
shot with 18 seconds left and the
· •cats had the ball back. Two
quick buckets and it was triple
overtime. ·
But the Eagles would not be denied their second win of the
season. This time they took a five
point lead and hung on to win it
lll-108.
.T he Eagles played last Friday
against Lakeland. The Eagles
had defeated the Muskies earlier
this year fB-57 at Lakeland. But
the Muskies were a rejuvinated
ballclub. The defeated the
Golden Eagles ~74. They went
on to play Chicago State the next
night and the Muskies took they
highly rated Cougars into overtime before losing.
Last Monday the Eagles took
. on the Warbawks from WISCOllSin
Whitewater. The Warbawks, one
of the more highly rated tP.ms,
came to UNI sporting a U ~ ,

cord.
The Eagles, after a weekend of
rest, played the Wartiawks tough
throughout the whole game. But
you can only go so far when you
sooot only 35%
After an . extremely dull first
half, which saw the two teams
· tied at 39-all, the 'Hawks went to
work. They ran off eight straight
points to take a commanding
~ lead. But don't count out the
Eagles.
'
Storming back behind their
. the Eagles cut the lead to
'l'l-69 with 15 seconds to go.
Sawyer brought the ball down
and hit Ricky Tipton with a pass
mder the bucket. His shot went
in and out, he rebounded the bfll
and put it up again with the same
result . · Rhonnie Taylor rebounded the ball and his shot
rimmed and fell out. Finally Kelly Pete converted the shot and
was fouled. His free throw
knotted the game at 'l'l-all with
nine seconds remaining. .
~

at the buzzer and the Eagles lost
7~72.
On Tuesday night the Eagles
bounced back. Dennis Walsh bad
his best collegiate game with 7D
points and the Eagles took Milton

90-85.
The score is closer than the
game really was. The Eagles
blew what was once a close game
and made it a laugher later in the
second half.
'The score was 6311 Eagles
when UNI went on a scorin spree.
Showing a new full court , mne
~ . the Eagles , forced four
turnovers and ran off 10 unanswered points.
With three minutes remaining
the Eagles led ~71 and it
seemed that the Eagles would
coast on in. Coach John Schultz
cleared his bench to rest his
weary starters. With -is second
team on the floor, Milton's press
forced five straight turnovers
and the Eagle lead was cut to

86-81.

In came the calvary. A couple .
of
free throws and a key bucket
The Warbawks brought the ball
down. Eagle guards Sawyer and by Tipton preserved the Eagle's
Scaeffer birddogged the 'Hawk third win of the season.
The Eagles travel to Michigan guard. With two seconds left he
threw up a 35 foot ''prayer"., this weekend to participate in the
Somebody must have been listen- Hope College Tournament.
ing. The ball fell threw the hoop
(Continued on page 15)
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